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Nancy entered the UFO field through the backdoor. She was not 
interested in UFOs at all until June 19, 2011 when she witnessed a 
football-field sized boomerang-shaped craft covered in orange lights 
sitting motionless in the sky above a mall in Parsippany, New Jersey, 
near her home. Since then, she has since had many (less impressive) 
UFO sightings and also realized she had actually seen UFOs prior to 
that time. 

Without realizing it, she had spent the previous decade slowly grooming her 
psychic/paranormal skills which would later become invaluable in her exploration of the 
UFO field. Nancy’s interest in psychic phenomena did not happen until one day in the mid-
1990’s when she unexpectedly communicated with a dead spirit during a professional 
training session for psychotherapists. After that experience, she began a decade of training to 
become a practicing psychic detective, ultimately working with law enforcement and victims’ 
families, a spiritual medium, a medical intuitive and remote viewer trained in military-style 
CRV. 

Since that time, she has seen and photographed spirits, watched tables fly up into the air, 
watched physical items materialize, heard disembodied voices, and had prophetic dreams. 
Somehow she never imagined there could be a connection between the psychic world and 
the paranormal world of ghosts or the world of UFOs. She was very mistaken. They are all 
related. 

Nancy’s original life pathway was quite different. She was a highly analytic attorney 
practicing securities litigation in New York City who did not believe in psychics, ghosts or 
UFO’s. She had also owned and operated several businesses including a French porcelain 
factory, a 242-bed skilled nursing home in Brooklyn, a printing company, and a health 
industry newspaper. Nancy trained for more than 15 years and is certified in Intuitive 
Gestalt Psychotherapy. 

From 2010-2014, Nancy was the host of a CBS radio show called “Hot Leads Cold Cases” for 
four years. She interviewed many of the top experts in the fields of ufology, paranormal 
investigation, alien abduction, psychics/mediums, neuroscience, psychology, mind control, 
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astrophysics, astrobiology, law enforcement, CIA and FBI, remote viewers, complementary 
health care practitioners, OBE and NDE experiencers, and so on. She was also a regular 
weekly guest on KAHI News in Sacramento, CA, delivering weekly predictions about current 
events. 

For many years, Nancy has taught psychic and mediumship development workshops in the 
New York tri-state area, and lectures on a variety of topics including psychic mediumship, 
remote viewing, securities litigation, health policy, alien communication, and the history of 
porcelain. 

Nancy is a frequent media guest on radio and TV, and is a repeat guest on Coast-to-Coast 
AM with George Noory. She is the author of several books: “How to Talk to an Alien” (2015) 
(an in-depth investigation into “Exolinguistics”); “Psychic Intuition: Everything You Ever 
Wanted to Ask But Were Afraid to Know” (2011) (explaining psychic ability in terms of 
neuroscience, psychology and linguistics); “Behind Criminal Minds” (2012) (co-wrote 
memoirs of a NYC homicide detective); and “The Art of the Limoges Box” (2003) (an art 
history book). 

She graduated magna cum laude with a BA degree in Romance Languages from Princeton 
University with an award for best thesis prize. She received her JD degree with honors from 
Pace Law School where she was a published member of the Law Review (article about 
corporate greenmail securities laws) and editor of the law school newspaper. She is fluent in 
French and trained in German and Thai languages. 

Nancy’s websites are: www.theskepticalpsychic.com and www.talkalien.com. 


